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Abstract 
Middle Eastern region is known for high intensity solar radiation throughout the year. The potential for 
solar based power generation for the region is very promising, however due to abundant reserves and 
common use of fossil fuels, development for power generation systems is not yet focused on the strong 
potential solar based power generation. 

Based on Rankine cycle, Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant makes use of solar collectors to collect 
direct solar irradiation to generate steam, which is then fed to steam turbine - generator to produce 
electricity. This technology is already mature and commercialized for years. 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) is one of the most rapidly developing countries in Middle Eastern region, 
being a rapidly developing country the demand for energy is ever increasing. Similar to any other Middle 
Eastern countries, its main source of energy is oil and gas where the country has vast amount of reserves. 
Ras Al Khaimah (RAK), one of emirates in UAE, like any other emirates in the country, requires 
increasingly energy supply for the development, however due to its development plans, distributed small 
scale power plants are more suitable at the moment to supply for energy demand on distributed areas, 
small housing or village districts. 

In this thesis research, low capacity CSP plant (in the scale of 150 kWe to 450 kWe) using Direct Steam 
Generation (DSG) method and linear Fresnel mirrors is designed. The design is then modeled and 
simulated using EBSILON Professional, discrete energy balance simulation software, to analyze the 
results. Economic feasibility of the designed power plant is also analyzed. The research shows that the 
design successfully works, however due to its low output capacity and standalone operation it is not 
economically feasible, especially in UAE where such renewable energy based power generation is not yet 
supported, there are neither assisting mechanisms nor incentives provided by the government for such 
systems. Further, if such assisting mechanisms or incentives were provided, there would be a chance that 
low capacity CSP plant to be feasible, especially if designed for poly-generation or hybrid systems. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) is one of the fastest developing countries in Arabian Gulf region. It has very 
high GDP per capita in Arab region which has increased for 43% from 1975 to 2010 (The World Bank, 
2011), it now ranks number 17th in GDP per capita in the world (Heritage.org, 2011). This development 
demands continuous and ever increasing energy supply. For the time being supply of energy in UAE is 
fulfilled by mostly oil from its oil reserves (International Energy Agency, 2011), however the increasing 
demand for energy requests for better supply security and environmentally friendly solutions. The solution 
can come from renewable energy sources; gulf countries like UAE have tremendous solar energy potential 
that can be harnessed for power production. 

Ras Al Khaimah (RAK) one of emirates in UAE like other emirates, demands for ever increasing energy 
supply for fueling its rapid development. However, unlike Dubai or Abu Dhabi the megacities of UAE, its 
development focus is different; instead of building tall – huge landmarks, malls, and cottages; residential 
areas are the main development focus. Because the development is not focused on certain areas, 
centralized or power plants complex cannot at the moment be the solution for supplying energy to these 
wide spread and distributed place due to distribution cost and difficulties. Small, distributed power plants 
built close to developing areas are the solution for this type of development. 

To harness solar energy potential in Ras Al Khaimah, studies about solar based power plants potential in 
the emirate need to be done. CSEM-UAE (Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology in United 
Arab Emirates) is continuously doing so, it has developed rotating platform for tracking solar radiation 
and is researching solar power plants technology. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) is one technology 
developed for harnessing solar energy, its main working idea lies on the principle of focusing of solar 
radiation for generating heat and producing steam from water exposed to the heat for driving steam 
turbine – generator and producing power or electricity. 

One way to produce steam using CSP technology is Direct Steam Generation (DSG). In DSG steam is 
generated directly in tubes exposed to heat from focused solar radiation (solar radiation absorber tubes) as 
opposed to indirect steam generation where other fluid, usually thermal oil, is used in the solar radiation 
absorber tubes. In indirect steam generation, steam is produced by exchanging heat from fluid circulating 
in tubes with water circulating in power generation cycle water circulation pipes. DSG has better efficiency 
and cost saving advantageous over the conventional indirect method for steam generation (Murphy & 
May, 1982), (Montes, Abanades, & Martinez-Val, Performance of A Direct Steam Generation Solar 
Thermal Power Plant for Electricity Production As a Function of Solar Multiple, 2008). However, it also 
has drawbacks, difficulties in applications mainly instabilities of steam and water pressure and temperature, 
and difficulties in controlling flow and steam parameters due to two phase flow in solar radiation absorber 
tubes (Pedersen & May, 1982). 

This thesis research is one of three theses researching CSP system done within CSEM-UAE; two other 
theses researches focus on designing linear Fresnel mirrors solar collector system and solar collector 
support structure. This thesis research focuses on designing and investigating economic feasibility of low 
capacity CSP system using DSG method. As power block is the main design focus in this thesis research, 
solar collecting system of the CSP system takes small part in the design. Already available in the market 
solar collector data is taken and used for the design, design data for linear Fresnel mirrors solar collector is 
used together with the other two theses. 

This thesis research starts from studying CSP systems using DSG method that are already developed, their 
advantageous, drawbacks, problems and solutions. At the same time, design inputs are collected from 
manufacturers of power block equipments, especially turbine data, solar collector specifications and 
weather data. Plant design is developed mainly for addressing steam parameters control at the outlet of 
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solar absorber tubes in steam generation system. Modeling and simulation of the system is done on steady 
state conditions by taking several scenarios of design conditions such as; unloading of heat from thermal 
storage, high and low solar irradiation months and feed water preheating scenario. Further investigations 
were done on the designed CSP system on implementation of parallel turbines configuration and 
utilization of higher operation pressure and temperature. Feasibility study on economic aspect of the 
design focuses on investigating Levelized Electricity Cost (LEC) of the designed CSP system, CSP system 
utilizing two parallel steam turbines and generator, and higher operation parameters CSP system scenarios. 
Conclusions and recommendations deduced from analysis of study results of the designed system in terms 
of technical and economic standpoints are provided. 

1.2 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis project is to design a low capacity CSP system for electricity generation 
in the range of 150 kWe to 300 kWe based on Ras Al Khaimah – United Arab Emirates geographical 
location climate. Acknowledging the trend in the market on developing commercial CSP plants, which due 
to economic feasibility reason is on the range of tens of megawatts, the second objective is then to 
investigate the economic feasibility of the designed low capacity CSP system. This thesis researches direct 
steam generation method on CSP system and linear Fresnel mirrors as solar radiation collectors as a mean 
for electricity generation. 

The specific objectives of the research are to: 

1. Study CSP systems with focus study on direct steam generation (DSG) method and linear Fresnel 
mirror collectors. 

2. Design a low capacity CSP system in the range of 150 kWe to 300 kWe with DSG method using 
linear Fresnel mirrors as solar radiation collectors. 

3. Simulate the designed low capacity CSP system and analyze the results to determine its yield and 
constraints. 

4. Analyze the economic feasibility of the designed low capacity CSP system throughout the 20, 25 
and 30 years of plant lifetime. 

1.3 Method of Approach 
Research starts from literature review where state-of-the-art and developments of CSP systems, including 
potential and constraints in both technology and economy sides of CSP systems are identified. In addition, 
literature review also focused on linear Fresnel mirrors light focusing system and DSG concept. Further, 
design approaches and key factors of design and model of CSP systems are identified. At this phase, 
sufficient knowledge is achieved to continue with detail design. Further step is then model simulation; this 
thesis work uses EBSILON Professional v9 discrete thermodynamic simulation and analysis software, at 
the same time CSP plant system components specifications are collected from manufacturers. 

The work continues with determining CSP system design parameters and putting them in simulation 
model, starting from simple model to more complicated ones. Once a working model is established, work 
is continued to simulate the model using solar irradiation and weather data, simulation with model is done 
for high and low solar irradiation days on respective high and low solar irradiation months. On the 
purpose of analyzing the effect and yield of using steam turbine-generator in parallel configuration, 
simulation is done for single, two and three parallel steam turbines-generators. Further, to analyze the 
technical and economical effect of utilizing thermal storage system on the power plant, each simulation is 
also done with or without thermal storage system. 

Analysis of simulation results provide information of the designed model capabilities to generate electricity 
during high and low solar irradiation days, required solar collectors area to generate the amount of 
electricity, total cycle efficiency, as well as unusable energy released at condenser. Thesis research 
continues with analysis of economic feasibility of the simulated parallel turbines model. Economic 
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feasibility study compares investment (capital expenditure or Capex), operation and maintenance cost 
(operational expenditure or Opex) of the developed parallel turbines model, and other model using 
different turbine with single configuration of the same electricity output throughout 5 to 30 years lifetime 
of CSP plant. 

Conclusion can be taken in regards with comparing the results from single turbine and parallel turbine 
configuration. Economic feasibility analysis results are levelized electricity cost (LEC) of the simulated 
model. Economic comparison is done between the designed parallel turbines model and single turbine 
model designed by CSEM-UAE engineer, the results shows which model is economically better. 
Recommendations and suggestion for future development and research are then taken.  
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 The Sun and the Earth 
It is estimated that energy the sun released is at the rate of 3.83x1026 W, where only 1.7x1017 W reaches 
the earth atmosphere upon where 30% of that reaches earth surface, most of the radiation is in the form 
of solar heat. Solar radiation that reaches earth atmosphere is estimated at 1367 W/m2, only 83% to 30% 
of solar energy in the form of direct radiation reaches earth surface and only 5% to 26% of solar energy in 
the form of scattered radiation is reflected to the earth in the form of diffuse radiation (Stine & Geyer, 
Power from the Sun Book Chapter 2: The Sun's Energy, 2011). The earth revolves around the sun at 
every 365.25 days per year at its elliptical orbit with mean distance from the sun of 1.496x1011 m or 1 
astronomical unit (AU) (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 3: The Sun's Position, 2011). 
Figure  2-1 gives an illustration of earth’s revolution elliptical orbit (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun 
Book Chapter 3: The Sun's Position, 2011). 

 

Figure  2-1: Elliptical orbit of earth's revolution around sun 

The earth rotates on its axis at declination angle (δ) of ± 23.45°, earth declination angle changes 
periodically according to its position relative to the sun (earth revolution). Declination angle is the angle 
between line drawn from the center of the sun to center of the earth and equatorial plane. During summer 
solstice (June 21), the northern part of earth rotational axis faces the sun, earth declination angle is 
+23.45°, and during winter solstice (December 21), the southern part of earth rotational axis faces the 
sun, earth declination angle is -23.45° (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 3: The Sun's 
Position, 2011). In order to define sun position for observation purpose, one needs to define the north – 
south and east – west position of the sun relative to earth. The sun relative position to earth can be 
described by solar azimuth angle (A) and solar elevation angle (α), or solar zenith angle (θz). Solar azimuth 
angle (A) is the angle on horizontal plane of the absorber position between north axis to projection of 
sun’s central ray position on the horizontal plane, solar elevation angle (α) is the angle between horizontal 
plane and sun’s central ray, while solar zenith angle (θz) is the opposite angle of solar elevation angle (Stine 
& Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 3: The Sun's Position, 2011). Figure  2-2 presents the 
illustration of solar azimuth (A), elevation (α) and zenith (θz) angle. 

CSP systems rely solely on direct normal irradiation (DNI) from the sun, therefore on designing CSP 
systems, it is very important to calculate the angle between sun’s direct ray and normal vector 
perpendicular to CSP collector’s aperture area. Incident angle (θi) is the angle the normal vector of CSP 
collector’s area to sun’s direct ray. Non tracking solar radiation collector systems panels usually tilted to a 
fixed angle pointing towards sun elevation angle, and the systems collector apertures are directed towards 
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sun azimuth angle, the angles the apertures make towards these positions are called aperture tilt angle (β) 
and aperture azimuth angle (γ) (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 4: Collecting Solar 
Energy , 2011). An illustration of incident angle, aperture tilt angle and aperture azimuth angle is given by 
Figure  2-3 (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 4: Collecting Solar Energy , 2011). Tracking 
angle (ρ) which is the angle between aperture normal vector and horizontal normal vector is also required 
for single and double axis tracking solar radiation collector systems. Figure  2-4 presents illustration of 
tracking angle (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 4: Collecting Solar Energy , 2011). 

 

Figure  2-2: Coordinate system of solar azimuth, elevation and zenith angle (Stine & Geyer, Power from the 
Sun Book Chapter 3: The Sun's Position, 2011) 

 

Figure  2-3: Coordinate system of incident, aperture tilt and aperture azimuth angle (Stine & Geyer, Power 
from the Sun Book Chapter 4: Collecting Solar Energy , 2011) 
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Figure  2-4: Coordinate system of tracking angle (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 4: 
Collecting Solar Energy , 2011) 

2.2 Concentrating Solar Power Systems 
Generally, concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies can be classified into two classes based on solar 
radiation concentrating methods used (Müller-Steinhagen & Trieb, 2004), the classification is represented 
by Figure  2-5 below. Linear concentrator systems concentrate direct solar radiation to collector’s focal line 
along its axial line; point focusing concentrator systems reflect solar radiation to collector’s focus point. 
Hence, linear concentrators have wider focusing window which is simpler to perform thus making them 
also easier to manufacture, however linear concentrators have lower concentration ratio and deliver lower 
temperature at their focus than point focusing concentrator systems. 

 

Figure  2-5: Concentrating solar power technologies classification (Müller-Steinhagen & Trieb, 2004) 

Concentration ratio is the ratio of solar collector aperture area and receiver area which depends on the 
angle on which the sun subtends when viewed from earth, concentration ratio cannot be infinite. 
Theoretically, maximum concentration ratio of line focusing and point focusing concentrators are 
somewhere around 212 and 45000 respectively (Spelling, 2008). Solar multiple (SM) is another important 
factor to consider when designing CSP systems, solar multiple is a ratio of thermal energy collected on 
solar field to power cycle thermal capacities at design point. Solar multiple ratio has a value of equal to or 
more than one (1), SM value equals to one means that thermal energy collected on solar field is just 
enough to power cycle requirement on design point basis, while SM value more than one means that solar 

Concentrating 
Solar Power
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field converts thermal energy more than what power cycle needs at design points and thus can be stored 
to use when the sun is not available which then increasing plant capacity factor (Spelling, 2008). 

CSP systems employ optical principles to reflect solar radiation to solar radiation absorber tube, 
performance of solar collectors depend on how effective the collectors reflect solar radiation to solar 
radiation absorber tube. There are losses related to optical imperfection of collectors reflecting solar 
radiation to absorber tube, optical efficiency (ηoptical) of collectors is a ratio of solar radiation reflected to 
solar radiation absorber and solar radiation arriving to collector apertures. There are also losses associated 
to incident angle (θi), these losses are related to collector surface properties, these losses increase when 
incident angle increases, example of these losses are additional reflection and absorption when incident 
angle is greater than zero. Incident Angle Modifier (IAM) is introduced to account for these losses, IAM is 
a ratio of collector efficiency at any angle of incidence to that at normal incidence (Stine & Geyer, Power 
from the Sun Book Chapter 5: Solar Collectors, 2011), (Patnode, 2006). Heat losses in the absorber tube 
happen due to heat conduction, convection and radiation; thermal efficiency (ηthermal) accounts for a ratio 
of heat absorbed by absorber tube and heat arrived at absorber tube (Patnode, 2006), (Stine & Geyer, 
Power from the Sun Book Chapter 9: Concentrating Collectors, 2011). Following paragraphs present brief 
overview of CSP systems, their operating principles and developments. 

2.2.1 Linear Concentrators 

Parabolic troughs and linear Fresnel mirrors are classified as linear concentrators. Parabolic trough 
concentrator consists of parabolic mirror and absorber tube placed on mirrors axial focus point. The 
operating principle of parabolic trough is parabolic mirror reflecting the incoming direct solar radiation to 
its axial focal point on which the absorber tube is placed. To be able to intercept as much solar radiation 
as possible, sun position tracking system is employed, for linear concentrators sun tracking is performed 
on single-axis of tracking either azimuth angle, where the concentrators are aligned to north – south 
position, or solar elevation angle, where the concentrators are aligned to west – east position. This 
placement depends on distribution of solar radiation throughout the year in the location where the CSP 
plant is built. Figure  2-6 below presents an illustration of parabolic trough concentrator (Solar Millenium 
AG, 2011). 

 

Figure  2-6: An illustration of parabolic trough concentrator (Solar Millenium AG, 2011) 

Parabolic trough mirror is typically made of aluminum truss with coated glass panels allowing for very 
high reflectivity. Both parabolic trough and linear Fresnel mirrors utilize absorber tube to absorb reflected 
solar radiation, absorber tube is typically made of coated ceramic-metal tube encapsulated by evacuated 
glass tube for very high absorbtivity and low radiative losses (SolarPACES Organization, 2011). Figure  2-7 
shows typical parabolic trough collector tube builds (Yiting, 2008). Operation of linear concentrators is 
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such that their performance depends on optical efficiency, mirrors reflectivity and tube absorbance. 
Parabolic troughs that are available on the market generally have optical efficiency, mirrors reflectivity and 
tube absorbtivity of around 76%, 94% and 96% respectively (SolarPACES Organization, 2011). 

  

Figure  2-7: Schematic of absorber tube (Yiting, 2008) 

Linear Fresnel mirrors differ from parabolic trough in that the absorber tube is fixed on a position above 
the reflectors while the reflector is an arrangement of mirrors each situated on certain angle reflecting 
direct solar radiation to absorber tube. The problem with parabolic troughs is that the requirement to 
produce high precision parabolic shape from reflector materials, such requirement makes parabolic trough 
more difficult and more expensive to manufacture than linear Fresnel mirrors. On the other hand, linear 
Fresnel mirrors simulate the continuous parabolic shape of parabolic reflectors with flat mirror reflectors 
distributed over a plane. This approach is not without problem, shading of incoming solar radiation and 
blocking of reflected solar radiation from adjacent reflectors are the main issues with linear Fresnel 
mirrors. This associated problem can be reduced by raising absorber tube higher, but adding structural 
stress to module, and the compensation by providing better structure increases cost, or by increasing 
absorber size, which gives more spacing to mirrors, but increases land use and increases absorber shading 
(Mills & Morrison, 1999). An example of linear Fresnel mirrors module is presented on Figure  2-8 
(Boliven, 2011). 

 

Figure  2-8: Linear Fresnel Module (Boliven, 2011) 

A second solution to shading and blocking of solar radiation problem is compact linear Fresnel mirrors. It 
differs from classical linear Fresnel mirrors in that the mirrors focus solar radiation to multiple absorbers 
that are placed adjacently. This arrangement also makes possible for more densely packed arrays of 
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modules (Mills & Morrison, 1999). An illustration of compact linear Fresnel mirrors is presented on 
Figure  2-9 (Mills & Morrison, 1999). So far there are not many CSP projects using linear Fresnel mirrors 
as concentrators; therefore cost review for the concentrator is difficult to produce, however it can be 
assumed that since parabolic trough and linear Fresnel mirrors are of the same operating principal and 
owing that linear Fresnel mirrors are easier to manufacture than parabolic trough its price should be lower 
than parabolic trough. 

 

Figure  2-9: Illustration of compact linear Fresnel mirrors (Mills & Morrison, 1999) 

2.2.2 Point Focusing Concentrators 

Solar tower or central receiver system uses arrays of mirrors called heliostats to reflect solar radiation to 
single or multiple focusing towers. Temperature at the tower receiver can reach up to 800 °C which would 
increase cycle efficiency than linear concentrators for electricity generation; however until now solar tower 
technology is comparatively more expensive than parabolic trough technology making it not as popular as 
parabolic trough, even though with its higher temperature advantage (Pitz-Paal, Dersch, & Milow, 2005). 
Due to high operation temperature, there is a usage limitation on thermal fluid used on the solar collector 
side. Thermal oil operation temperature is limited up to 400 °C, therefore for solar tower CSP plants 
different types of thermal fluids such as molten salt, ceramic thermocline, water or air are used (Pitz-Paal, 
Dersch, & Milow, 2005), (Gil, et al., 2009). Figure  2-10 represents an illustration of solar tower with water 
as thermal fluid (University of Michigan, 2011). 

Major obstacle with solar tower system is that due to distance of heliostats from solar tower, dust and 
particles disperse reflected solar radiation from heliostats, effectively reducing fraction of solar radiation 
received by solar tower. Thus, the size of heliostats field is determined by dust and particle on the 
atmosphere of installation site, desert area is a location where there is low level of suspended particles on 
the air and as such is deemed good location for solar tower field (Spelling, 2008). 
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Figure  2-10: An illustration of solar tower power plant (University of Michigan, 2011) 

Out of all CSP systems, parabolic dish system has the highest solar concentration ratio, as the size of 
receiver at the focal point of dish is fixed, concentration ratio of parabolic dish depends then on the size 
of the dish itself, the bigger dish radius, the higher its concentration ratio. Parabolic dish uses two-axis 
tracking system and such tracking system gives better solar radiation interception result which contributes 
to parabolic dish high system efficiency. Solar-to-electric conversion efficiency of 29.4% from parabolic 
dish, the highest of all CSP systems has been demonstrated (Washom, 1984), this means that there is high 
potential to make parabolic dish the least expensive CSP technology. Its modularity also enables it to be 
installed in remote places for non-grid or standalone small applications. It can also be hybridized with 
other systems for overall efficiency increase. Albeit its high potentials, parabolic dish technology is still in 
demonstration stage and not yet receiving market interests for commercial scale applications, major barrier 
for its commercialization is dish manufacturing cost and receiver engine components (SolarPACES 
Organization, 2011). 

 

Figure  2-11: Illustration of Shenandoah solar thermal cogeneration project parabolic dish (Spelling, 2008) 

Parabolic dish receiver engines are usually of Stirling engine, or Brayton cycle engine which is a small gas 
turbine engine. Stirling engine uses only heat from solar radiation heated fluid while Brayton engine uses 
heated air as well as combusted fuel to increase enthalpy of the heated air. Figure  2-11 represents a typical 
illustration of parabolic dish with Stirling engine. Generally there are two types of Stirling engine used for 
parabolic dish system, direct illumination receiver and indirect receiver; direct illumination receiver 
receives heat directly from parabolic dish and transfer the heat to process fluid, while indirect receiver uses 
intermediate heat transfer fluid to transfer the heat to process fluid. There are interfacing problems 
associated with parabolic dish receiver engines, namely; due to its operating principle Stirling engine must 
effectively transfer heat from solar radiation to high pressure oscillating gas. This does not happen with 
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Brayton engine which typically runs at steady flow, however it runs at relatively lower operating pressure 
thus having slightly lower efficiency (SolarPACES Organization, 2011). 

2.3 Power Block 
Rankine cycle is the main, most common power cycle for electricity generation in CSP systems. There are 
other cycles such as Brayton cycle and Stirling cycle, but these are accounted for small capacity electricity 
generation used for usually parabolic dish CSP systems. Other cycles can also be used on combined power 
generation from Rankine cycle CSP plant, for example; Carnot cycle for absorption cooling based on 
waste heat, Brayton gas turbine cycle, reverse osmosis water desalination cycle and some other 
applications based on waste heat. Rankine cycle produces low grade heat that cannot be used during 
expansion in the turbine and must be removed in the condenser in order to maintain cycle efficiency. Such 
low grade heat is wasted on Rankine cycle, however this waste heat can still be used for other applications 
that do not require high quality heat. Such applications are usually used for non-electricity generation 
purposes, examples given on previous paragraph can utilize this low grade heat; absorption cooling, air 
preheating on gas turbine cycle, water desalination and organic Rankine cycle. 

Different fluids are used on different parts of CSP plants, from thermal fluids on solar field and thermal 
storage, and other thermal fluids on secondary cycle on combined cycles, but the usage of water/steam as 
the main fluid for the main Rankine cycle is simply because water is cheap and can be used on very high 
pressure and temperature without being degraded and must be replaced, unlike some other fluids. The 
most common design of water usage in Rankine cycle CSP plant is indirect steam generation, where steam 
is created by heat exchanging water from power block side with thermal fluid on solar field side. Figure 
 2-12 gives an illustration of indirect steam generation CSP plant (Chiyoda Corporation, 2011). 

 

Figure  2-12: Indirect steam generation CSP plant (Chiyoda Corporation, 2011) 

Another, not so common design is direct steam generation (DSG), where water is directly used and 
converted into steam in solar field. DSG method allows for several design benefits and cost saving, for 
example; no upper-temperature limitation as is the problem with thermal fluids, which limit the upper-
temperature up to, generally, 400 °C, no heat exchangers between solar field and power block side, which 
saves cost. DSG method, however, also presents some difficulties particularly on solar field side, where 
two phase flow of water and steam happens in the absorber tube. Two phase flow creates instability issues 
relating to uneven temperature distribution along absorber tube (Pedersen & May, 1982), further literature 
review on DSG method and two phase flow will be given on the ensuing paragraph. Figure  2-13 below 
represents an illustration of DSG CSP plant (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 9: 
Concentrating Collectors, 2011). As this thesis focuses on DSG method for CSP plant, more review will 
be given to the method, and research scope will be limited to that direction. 
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Figure  2-13: Direct steam generation CSP plant (Stine & Geyer, Power from the Sun Book Chapter 9: 
Concentrating Collectors, 2011) 

2.3.1 Direct Steam Generation 

As stated on previous sub-chapter, there are instability issues related to two phase flow on DSG method. 
These instabilities were analyzed by Pedersen and May (Pedersen & May, 1982), they are classified into 
flow excursion and flow oscillations. Flow excursion happens if there is slight flow perturbation which 
causes drastic flow transient after which new flow equilibrium reached, the excursion is irreversible and 
may result in an undesirable absorber wall temperature excursion. In flow oscillation, flow rate and 
pressure oscillate around a mean level after a perturbation. Flow oscillations may stimulate mechanical 
vibrations which undermines structural strength, and may also induce oscillatory wall temperatures or 
dryout which significantly increase wall temperatures and increases mechanical stress. As stated above, 
flow excursions and oscillations cause mechanical difficulties of structural stress and strain, however they 
also cause operational difficulties as the process is complicated to predict and control. 

In the same year, Murphy and May (Murphy & May, 1982) released a report regarding assessment of 
thermal performance, operating stability and cost issues on DSG for line-focusing solar collector 
applications. The result was DSG may give 9% to 13% increase in net energy on annual basis compared to 
unfired boiler system using heat transfer fluid and steam flashing system. It may also give 4% to 12% 
instantaneous efficiency advantage over the conventional indirect steam generation system. Furthermore, 
DSG using systems present potential cost saving from heat transfer fluid, heat exchangers between heat 
transfer fluid and water, furthermore there is no risk of fire from flammable heat transfer fluid. However, 
two phase flow instabilities cause mechanical stresses which reduce collector’s lifetime and operational 
control difficulties. 

Operational control of DSG method is very important to manage instabilities caused by two phase flow in 
absorber tubes. DISS project was the basis for INDITEP, the first pre-commercial DSG CSP plant, the 
project was initiated to research for control method that can be used to manage DSG operation. The 
objectives of DISS project, among others were; operation of single and parallel rows of solar radiation 
collectors under steady state and transient conditions, start up and shut down procedures, calculating 
strain and stress of absorbers due to transient operations, and defining best operation mode. The project 
came up with three different DSG operation modes to be tested, namely; once trough, injection and 
recirculation modes. Simple schematics of the operation modes investigated in DISS project is represented 
in Figure  2-14 (Eck & Steinmann, 2001). 
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Figure  2-14: Operation modes for DSG system investigated in DISS project (Eck & Steinmann, 2001) 

Once trough concept is the same with once trough boiler where steam is converted from water in one 
time flow of water inside absorber tube without separation between steam and water, this concept is the 
simplest however due to flow of water phase and steam phase at the same time in the tube, it is very 
difficult to control the process due to difficulties described in the above paragraphs. Recirculation concept 
is equal to recirculation method in boiler where water mass flow at inlet of collectors is higher than the 
steam mass flow the collectors can convert to at a designed point solar irradiation, excess water is then 
separated from steam and re-circulated back to collector’s inlet while steam is passed on to superheater 
section. Due to separation between liquid and steam phase, recirculation concept offers better 
controllability of two phase flow process than once through concept. A consideration factor in 
recirculation concept is recirculation ratio, a ratio between re-circulated water mass flow and total mass 
flow at collector’s inlet, too high ratio means the preheater and evaporator section are not used efficiently 
while too low ratio means smaller window to provide control to two phase flow process. Injection 
concept is similar in principle to attemperators in boilers, in injection method collectors are divided into 
several groups where after each group, water is injected to control the liquid temperature. Injection 
method provides the best controllability of three methods but with complicated control systems and high 
investment cost coming from injection system equipments such as control valves. The result of the project 
was that recirculation concept proved to be much superior than once through concept in term of 
controllability, while injection concept proved to provide the best controllability, it is also very 
complicated in terms of control system implementation and costly in terms of equipments used (Eck & 
Steinmann, 2001). 

The first pre-commercial CSP project employing DSG method is Direct Solar Steam (DISS) prototype, 
continuation of this project is INDITEP which was designed at 5 MWe capacity. Parabolic trough is used 
as collectors and produced 410 °C steam at 70 bar. Since there was no previous experience on the 
operation of commercial DSG plants on real, transient conditions; INDITEP plant was not built at 
comparatively high capacity. Five (5) MWe capacity was selected for it was large enough to provide 
technical data and small enough for investors to avoid financial problems if the project failed. Due to 
demonstration and pre-commercial nature of this project, emphasis was not put on plant efficiency but 
rather to robustness and operation flexibility of the power block (Zarza, Rojas, González, Caballero, & 
Rueda, 2005).  The operation of the plant is superheated condition, therefore superheated steam turbine 
was used, operation with saturated turbine was deemed not suitable with the nature of the project as the 
daily start-up and shut-down of the plant would reduce the lifetime of the turbine. A combination of 
recirculation and injection concept was employed to provide controllability over two phase flow process 
in the collectors. This thesis will also focus on combination of recirculation and injection concept for low 
capacity CSP plant design. Figure  2-15 presents a simplified schematic of INDITEP direct steam 
generation CSP plant and schematic of typical collector row (Zarza, Rojas, González, Caballero, & Rueda, 
2005). 
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Figure  2-15: Simplified schematic and collector row of INDITEP direct steam generation CSP plant 
(Zarza, Rojas, González, Caballero, & Rueda, 2005) 

2.4 Concentrating Solar Power Performance and Economics 

By far, parabolic trough technology is the most mature CSP technology proven by already demonstrated 
CSP power plants. Based on USA – National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) website, nine 
parabolic trough CSP plants were built from 1984 to 1990 with total capacity of 353.8 MW in USA alone, 
compared to just 43.9 MW total capacity from CSP plants using linear Fresnel mirrors, solar tower and 
parabolic dish systems all over the world until year 2010 combined (National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, 2010). Table  2-1 below gives performance overview of different CSP systems. 

Table  2-1: Overview of CSP systems performance (Müller-Steinhagen & Trieb, 2004) 

Technology Concentration ratio Annual solar-to-
electricity efficiency* 

Solar capacity factor 

Parabolic trough 70-80 10-15% (demonstrated) 24% (demonstrated) 

17-18% (projected) 25-70% (projected) 

Fresnel mirrors 25-100 9-11% (projected) 25-70% (projected) 

Solar tower 300-1000 8-10% (demonstrated) 25-70% (projected)

15-25% (projected)

Parabolic dish 1000-3000 16-18% (demonstrated) 25% (projected) 

18-23% (projected) 

∗ Solar	ef iciency 	
net	power	generation

incident	beam	irradiation
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The economics of these technologies is also in accordance to maturity of the technologies, mature 
technologies have lower levelized cost of electricity (LEC) due to cheaper investment cost. Table  2-2 gives 
an overview of LEC from different CSP technologies demonstrated by various projects, it is seen that 
parabolic trough is the second cheapest concentrating solar power technology after solar tower using 
heated pressurized air, which is a combined cycle system and as such has lower LEC than single cycle 
system. From the same table, we see that, hypothetically if plant capacity were increased to 50 MWe, LEC 
for all technologies would also decrease, solar tower with heated pressurized air – gas turbine combined 
cycle would still be the cheapest, but other technologies such as; parabolic trough with direct steam 
generation, solar tower with molten salt thermal storage, and solar tower using saturated steam also 
entered the picture with lower LEC than the mature parabolic trough concentrator (Pitz-Paal, Dersch, & 
Milow, 2005).  

An interesting analysis result is mentioned in ECOSTAR report, a scenario of INDITEP CSP DSG 
project using linear Fresnel mirrors is analyzed, the result is by using linear Fresnel mirrors instead of 
parabolic trough solar field specific cost of the project can be reduced from 190 €/m2 to 120 €/m2 (Pitz-
Paal, Dersch, & Milow, 2005). This means that linear Fresnel mirrors could be a cheaper alternative to the 
popular parabolic trough, given that the technology is mature and if enough demonstrating projects were 
available to attract market. Until now, there are only two CSP plant project using linear Fresnel mirrors are 
built and one under construction, aside from other projects, for example; Solarmundo project which the 
data is not published, these projects generate only 36.4 MWe total electricity (National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, 2010). 

Table  2-2: Overview of LEC from various CSP projects (Pitz-Paal, Dersch, & Milow, 2005) 

Technology Reference Plant Size

 

LEC for reference 
system – solar only 

(€/kWhe) 

LEC for several 
reference systems 
with 50 MWe total 

capacity – solar only 
(€/kWhe) 

Parabolic trough using 
heat transfer fluid 

50 MWe 0.172 0.172 

Parabolic trough with 
direct steam generation 

4.7 MWe 0.187 0.162 

Solar tower with molten 
salt thermal storage 

17 MWe 0.183 0.155 

Solar tower using 
saturated steam 

11 MWe 0.241 0.169 

Solar tower using heated 
atmospheric air 

4.7 MWe 0.234 0.179 

Solar tower using heated 
pressurized air 

14.6 MWe 0.147 0.139 

Parabolic dish with 
Stirling engine 

25 kWe 0.281 0.193 

 

Another CSP systems performance and cost assessment is done by Sargent and Lundy engineering 
consultant (Charles, Davis, & Smith, 2005). The consultant company assessed the performance and cost 
forecasts for parabolic trough, solar tower and combined solar tower technologies. The results are that in 
the near term (up tp 2006), medium term (up to 2010) and long term (up to 2020); solar efficiency of these 
technologies would improve along with the scaling up of plant capacity, which would also be followed by 
LEC reduction. Parabolic trough solar-to-electricity efficiency would improve from 10.6% to 15.5% from 
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1989 to 2020 along with capacity increase from 33 MWe to 400 MWe, where LEC would decrease from 
10.9 US$ cents/kWhe to 6.5 US$ cents/kWhe trough technological advancement, capacity scaling up and 
increase in production volume. Upon the same long term forecast, solar tower solar-to-electricity 
efficiency would improve from 7.9% to 17.4% along with capacity increase from 10 MWe to 220 MWe. 
The final conclusion, there is opportunity in the long term that solar tower LEC be lower than that of 
parabolic trough providing that solar tower commercial development is successful, where its targeted 
performance and cost are achieved. 

It is taken from both ECOSTAR report and Sargent and Lundy forecasts result that to improve LEC for 
CSP technologies is to up-scale power plants capacities and increasing their production volume. On low 
capacity basis, CSP system will be more expensive and difficult to compete with other renewable energy 
technology, such as wind power and geothermal power (Charles, Davis, & Smith, 2005). However, it is 
still interesting to see LEC for low capacity CSP in this thesis project, considering the usage of direct 
steam generation method and opportunities for poly-generation with absorption cooling or water 
desalination which would reduce the overall levelized energy cost.  
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3 Design, Modeling, Simulation and Economic Analysis 
Due to non-disclosure agreement with Centre Suisse d' Electronique et de Microtechnique United Arab 
Emirates (CSEM-UAE), an engineering research and development company in Ras Al Khaimah – United 
Arab Emirates where this thesis research was done, some components and manufacturers cannot be 
named and thus, shall be code-named. Code-names of the components are stated when the components 
are first mentioned in the following paragraphs. 

The CSP system design used direct steam generation (DSG) method and linear Fresnel mirrors for solar 
collector system. The design incorporates a combination of recirculation and injection method to provide 
controllability of solar collector system steam output parameters. 

3.1 CSP System Design 

In order to design a system, operation parameters are needed for design input. Design input parameters 
for CSP system designed in this thesis research are taken from; steam turbine operation parameters which 
determine most of the system operation parameters, solar collector operation parameters, and Ras Al 
Khaimah weather data. Operation parameters from these three components are combined and used as 
input parameters for plant design. The ensuing paragraphs describe the identification of CSP system 
design input parameters. 

3.1.1 Steam Turbine 

Several steam turbines from turbine manufacturers with power output ranging from 100 kW to 500 kW 
had been considered for the design. These turbine manufacturers were contacted to get information 
regarding operation parameters of the turbines, however some of the contacted manufacturers did not 
answer. The selected turbine, code-named turbine A has 160 kW maximum output capacity turbine and is 
commercially available, alternator (generator) comes in one package with the turbine. Turbine A is a single 
stage screw type compact steam turbine; it is intended for waste heat utilization and process industry 
steam pressure reduction, Figure  3-1 shows cross section of turbine A and generator. These purposes 
make turbine A has relatively low input pressure and temperature. Turbine A detailed operation 
parameters are provided by the turbine manufacturer and is shown in Table  3-1. 

 

Figure  3-1: Cross section of turbine A (Matsukuma & Uehara, 2009) 

Turbine A has 6.5 bar maximum pressure difference across turbine from inlet to outlet. Design input 
parameters used in this thesis research are listed in the first column in Table  3-1. Figure  3-2 and Figure  3-3 
show turbine A power output and adiabatic efficiency, adiabatic efficiency is isentropic efficiency 
multiplied with mechanical efficiency, versus inlet and outlet pressure. The difference between inlet and 
actual inlet pressure of the turbine is that the turbine uses pressure reducing valves at the inlet in order to 
control maximum pressure difference across the turbine. 
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Table  3-1: Turbine A operation parameters (Kobe Steel Ltd., 2011) 

Parameters Value

Inlet pressure (bar) 10.5 10.5 9.5 8 6.5 

Actual inlet pressure (bar) 7.5 7 9.5 8 6.5 

Outlet pressure (bar) 1 4 3.5 2.5 2.5 

Inlet temperature (°C) 182.1 182.1 177.7 170.5 162.1 

Outlet temperature (°C) 100 143.7 139 127.6 127.6 

Inlet enthalpy (kJ/kg) 2779 2779 2775 2768 2760 

Outlet enthalpy (kJ/kg) 2448 2602 2593 2561 2589 

Outlet steam quality 0.9 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.94 

Turbine adiabatic efficiency (%) 60 79.2 76.2 74.9 71.8 

Generator efficiency (%) 91.4 91.6 91.7 91.8 91.7 

Power output (kW) 160 132 120 115 75 

 

 

Figure  3-2: Turbine A power output vs. inlet-outlet pressure (Kobe Steel Ltd., 2011) 
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Figure  3-3: Turbine A adiabatic efficiency vs. inlet-outlet pressure (Kobe Steel Ltd., 2011) 

3.1.2 Solar Collectors 

Specification for linear Fresnel solar collector used in this thesis research is taken from Novatec Solar 
Nova 1 linear Fresnel mirrors. Most of the specification data is available online, however tube material and 
dimension is received from Novatec Solar trough email correspondence. Detailed Nova 1 linear Fresnel 
mirrors specification data is shown in Table  3-2 below (Novatec Solar, 2011), (Gödde, 2011). 

Table  3-2: Novatec Solar Nova 1 Specification Data (Novatec Solar, 2011) (Gödde, 2011) 

Parameters Value 

Mirrors length (m) 44.8 

Mirrors width (m) 16.56 

Net aperture area (m2) 513.6

Maximum optical efficiency (ηopt,max) 67%

Tube inner diameter (mm) 62 

Thermal loss equation (W/m2) P=0.056 (T-Tamb) + 0.000213 (T-Tamb)2 

Optical efficiency correction factor ηopt = 5e-08a4 – 1e-05a3 + 0.0005a2 – 0.0091a + 1.008 

(a = incident angle) 

3.1.3 Weather Data 

Weather data for this thesis research is generated from Meteonorm, a global meteorological database 
software that generates meteorological data for any location in the world based on database and 
interpolation models from database from nearest to location weather stations. Weather data for Ras Al 
Khaimah location is generated from 2005 database which was interpolated from three nearest to Ras Al 
Khaimah weather stations. Direct normal irradiation (DNI) data for every hour in year 2005 is shown in 
Figure  3-4. 
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Figure  3-4: Hourly direct normal irradiation in Ras Al Khaimah year 2005 

CSP plant operation time is established at 9.00 to 17.00 based on the DNI. Daily average DNI from 9.00 
to 17.00 in Ras Al Khaimah is shown in Figure  3-5, for this operation time DNI design input parameter is 
taken at 550 W/m2, which represents a good average of DNI from 9.00 to 17.00 and is shown as blue line 
in Figure  3-5. 

 

Figure  3-5: Daily average 9.00 to 17.00 DNI in Ras Al Khaimah year 2005 

The monthly average DNI from 9.00 to 17.00 is shown in Figure  3-6, and as seen in the figure circled by 
red ellipses highest DNI is in May and lowest DNI is in July. Hourly average from 9.00 to 17.00 highest 
and lowest DNI in May and July is shown in Figure  3-7, these numbers are used for plant simulation 
during highest and lowest DNI period. 
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Figure  3-6: Monthly average 9.00 to 17.00 DNI in Ras Al Khaimah year 2005 

 

Figure  3-7: Hourly average DNI from 9.00 to 17.00 in Ras Al Khaimah May and July 2005 

Ambient temperature for design input parameters was taken at 40°C, which corresponds to highest range 
of temperatures in Ras Al Khaimah during summer time and is taken for simulation as good practice for 
analyzing the performance of power plant design. Monthly average temperature in Ras Al Khaimah is 
shown in Figure  3-8. Monthly average temperature in highest and lowest DNI months of May and July, 

and monthly average wind speed in the same months are shown in Figure  3-9 and Figure  3-10 
respectively. 
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Figure  3-8: Monthly average temperature in Ras Al Khaimah year 2008 

 

Figure  3-9: Daily average temperature from 9.00 to 17.00 in Ras Al Khaimah May and July 2008 

 

Figure  3-10: Daily average windspeed in Ras Al Khaimah May and July 2008 
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3.2 Modeling 
After design input parameters for CSP system were established, CSP plant model was constructed. The 
design was modeled using EBSILON Professional v9.0 software. EBSILON Professional is a discrete 
thermodynamics and energy balance simulation software for power generation systems or process 
controls. The model was developed based on design input parameters mentioned on previous sub-
chapters and incorporates thermal storage system. As mentioned that EBSILON Professional is a discrete 
simulation software, the design was modeled and simulated on steady state condition 

 

Figure  3-11: Direct Steam Generation CSP system using linear Fresnel mirrors model 

The final model for DSG low capacity CSP plant using linear Fresnel mirrors is shown in Figure  3-11, 

detailed scheme for solar field, thermal storage system and power block parts are given below. Figure  3-12 
shows solar field scheme of the modeled CSP plant, for the established design input parameters two rows 
of solar collector arrays each having 11 collectors is needed. The recirculation system is placed after 
evaporator section of solar collector arrays, while the injection system after first collector of superheater 
section. The objective of the solar collector system is to generate steam according to steam parameters 
requirement from power block side which is determined by turbine input parameters, with turbine A the 
required inlet steam parameters are 10.5 bar and 182.1 °C. 
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Figure  3-12: Solar Collector Field Arrangement 

In each row, steam quality at the outlet of the evaporator is 0.7 which through recirculation system 
remaining water is recirculated back to solar field inlet; through the recirculation system the steam is then 
fed to superheater section of solar collector row. As seen from Figure  3-11, there are two superheater 
modules on each solar collector rows, after the first superheater module water is injected to steam trough 
injection system, the amount of water injected is controlled according to steam mass flow, DNI and 
receiver tube length; so that the output parameters of steam follow the requirement. 

 

Figure  3-13: Thermal Storage System Arrangement 

Thermal storage system scheme is shown by Figure  3-13, during loading phase, a fraction of steam is 
directed from solar field to thermal storage system to be heat exchanged with thermal fluid from cold tank 
in heat exchanger, the heated thermal fluid would then be stored in hot tank while the liquidized steam is 
then returned to feed water line. During unloading phase, thermal fluid is extracted from hot tank to heat 
exchanger evaporating water from feed water line into steam, the steam then fed to power block. 
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Figure  3-14: Power Block System Arrangement 

Figure  3-14 shows power block scheme of the designed CSP system, in this model cooling tower is not 
included, only taking specific cooling water parameters to condenser. The reason of this is that, to 
simulate cooling tower, real cooling tower operation parameters/curves are needed. Considering limited 
time on working on thesis work and the nature of cooling water including cooling tower which can be 
simulated independently without main plant, it was decided that work was focused on main plant. 
Operational of the power block in the design is conventional Rankine cycle. 

3.2.1 Design Assumptions  

To model the defined system, parameters for system components have to be determined based on the 
design input parameters. The ensuing paragraphs describe the equations and parameters used in the 
modeling for components of the system. 

3.2.1.1 The Sun 

As mentioned in chapter  3.1.3, DNI for design input was set at 550 W/m2, date and time for design 
simulation is set at June 21st 2011 and 13:00 local time. Ras Al Khaimah time-zone is GMT+4. Input 
latitude and longitude of site were set at random Ras Al Khaimah coordinate of 25°34’03” North and 
55°53’29” East. Ambient temperature, and wind speed and direction during design time was set to 40°C, 
and 4.17 m/s and 180° (due south). Solar collector was assumed to track sun position, therefore solar 
collector azimuth angle was set at 0°, and solar collector was assumed to be on horizontal plane (solar 
collector is not tilted against horizontal plane), therefore solar collector slope was set to 0°. Solar height 
and azimuth angle are calculated by using DIN 5034 standard. Calculation results are shown in Table  3-3. 

Table  3-3: Sun position calculation results 

Parameters Value 

Sun height angle 80.5° 

Sun azimuth angle 259.8° 

Incident angle 1.7° 
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3.2.1.2 Solar Collector 

The governing energy equation for solar collector is given by equation  (3-1), where  is fluid mass flow, 

h2 and h1 are outlet and inlet enthalpy of the fluid respectively and 	is effective heat received by fluid. 

Where  equals to solar heat input ( ) subtracted by thermal losses ( ) as shown by equation 

 (3-2). 

 ∙  (3-1)

  (3-2)

Solar heat input ( ) is defined as equation  (3-3) in EBSILON Professional, where DNI is nominal 
direct normal irradiance, Anet is net aperture area of a solar collector module, ηopt is the peak optimal 
efficiency of solar collector module, KIA is incident angle correction, Focus is focused state of the mirror, 
ηshad is shading losses factor, ηendl is end losses effect correction factor, ηspill is optical losses due to wind 
impact factor, and ηclean is mirror cleanliness factor.  

 ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙  (3-3)

Anet, ηopt and KIA are listed in Nova 1 datasheet; Focus, ηshad, ηendl, ηspill and ηclean are assumed to have 

factor of 1. Thermal losses ( ) is defined as polynomial equation that formulates the thermal losses 
from receiver tube, this formula is shown by equation  (3-4) and provided by Nova 1 datasheet. 

 0.056 0.000213  (3-4)

Pressure loss calculation on solar collector modules was done by EBSILON Professional software 
automatically by putting input as follows; model based calculation for nominal pressure loss was selected, 
pipe roughness coefficient (ks) of absorber pipe inner surface was 0.03 mm (Gödde, 2011). The 
underlying model for pressure loss calculation in EBSILON Professional is that the pressure drop is the 
maximum number between smooth pipe (not considering pipe roughness) and rough pipe pressure drops, 
each pressure drop calculation took into account pressure drops in liquid and gas phases of the fluid, the 
complete description of pressure drop calculation model is available in EBSILON Professional help file. 

3.2.1.3 Turbine – Generator Set 

The governing equation for turbine is turbine isentropic and mechanical efficiency. Turbine isentropic 
efficiency is defined as how close the turbine works with isentropic process thus is a ratio of change of 
enthalpy in the fluid to the change that would have been if the process were isentropic. It is defined as 
equation  (3-5) below, where hsteam,in and hsteam,out are enthalpy of inlet and outlet steam respectively and 
hsteam,out,S is enthalpy at turbine outlet that would have been if the process were isentropic. 

 , ,

, , ,
 (3-5)

Turbine mechanical efficiency is defined as a ratio of energy converted to mechanical power in the form 
of shaft rotational power to that of energy in the fluid at turbine inlet, it is defined as equation  (3-6). As 

mentioned previously, turbine design input parameters are listed in first column of Table  3-1, turbine 
adiabatic efficiency is a multiplication of turbine isentropic efficiency (ηisentropic) and turbine mechanical 
efficiency (ηmech), this means that either isentropic or mechanical efficiency has to be assumed. Turbine 
mechanical efficiency is assumed at 90% which gives turbine isentropic efficiency at 66.7%. Generator 
efficiency is also based on Table  3-1. 

 

∙ ,
 (3-6)
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3.2.1.4 Thermal Storage Heat Exchangers 

There are two sets of heat exchangers for thermal storage system for each loading and unloading phase, as 
depicted in Figure  3-13. During thermal storage loading case, one set heat exchanger on loading system 
works as heater using steam to heat thermal fluid, after passing heat exchanger, steam is cooled down and 
phase changed to water and returned to solar field. During thermal storage unloading case, another set 
heat exchanger on unloading system works as steam generator using thermal fluid as heating fluid. Heat 
exchangers used in the simulation is of shell and tube, with water/steam on tube side and thermal fluid on 
shell side. Overall heat transfer coefficient (UA) value of heat exchangers determines the size and 
conductance of the heat exchangers. 

Number of transfer units (NTU) method is used to determine UA value instead of LMTD method, due to 
unknown outlet fluids temperatures. Equations  (3-7) to  (3-13) show how UA value can be calculated from 

NTU, heat transfer fluid mass flow  is calculated by assuming that  equals to . Ch and 
Cc are heat capacity rates for hot and cold fluids respectively (steam and thermal storage fluids). Heat 
capacity rate is the rate of heat absorption or release per unit temperature change per unit time of a certain 
fluid with certain mass flow rate. Cmin and Cmax is the smallest heat capacity rate between Ch and Cc. CR is 

the ratio between Cmin and Cmax.  is the maximum heat transferable between two fluids, which 
depends on the smallest heat capacity rate between two fluids.  is the ratio between heat from hot fluid 

(steam) ( ) and maximum heat transferable between two fluids ( ) 

 ∙  (3-7)

 log
1 ∙
1

1
 (3-8)

 
 (3-9)

 ,
,

 (3-10)

 , ,  (3-11)

 
∙ , ,

, ,
 (3-12)

 
∙

, ,

, ,
 (3-13)

UA values calculated for thermal storage heat exchangers are shown in Table  3-4 below. 

Table  3-4: UA value for thermal storage heat exchangers 

Heat Exchanger UA value (kW/K) 

Loading phase 245.6

Unloading phase 349.3

3.2.1.5 Condenser 

At condenser, expanded low energy steam from turbine is condensed and cooled back to water phase. As 
mentioned in Table  3-1, turbine outlet saturated steam parameters are 1 bar and 99.6°C. It is assumed that 
pressure drop in condenser at steam side is 0.5 bar and no sub-cooling occurs in the condenser, so that 
the water at condenser outlet is in saturated phase. The steam side condenser outlet pressure is 0.5 bar 
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which corresponds to temperature of 81.34°C. Upper temperature difference (temperature difference 
between steam inlet temperature and cooling water outlet temperature) is set to 2°C, cooling water inlet 
pressure and temperature is set at 2 bar and 39°C respectively, it is assumed that there is no pressure drop 
on cooling water side. By determining inlet and outlet cooling water pressure and temperature, mass flow 
of cooling water is calculated. Calculation of cooling water mass flow in EBSILON Professional follows 
Heat Exchange Institute method using tube material, tube inner and outer diameter, tube wall thickness 
and tube total outer surface area and number of water passes in condenser as input data. Complete 
description of cooling water mass flow calculation is available in EBSILON Professional help file. 

3.2.1.6 Pump 

Pumps are used to increase the pressure of fluid circulating in a system. Four pumps used in this CSP 
plant model are; condensate, boiler feed water, water side thermal storage unloading and recirculation 
pumps. Thermal fluid side thermal storage system pumps were not modeled as it was assumed that 
pressure drop was small so that parasitic power for thermal fluid pumps can be neglected. Pump efficiency 
(combination of isentropic and motor efficiency) of 0.6 was assumed. 

3.2.1.7 Thermal Storage System 

Thermal storage capacity was designed for 4 hours of plant extended operation, the required thermal 
storage volume is calculated using following formulas (Wagner & Gilman, 2011); 

 

, ∙ , ∙ , ,
 (3-14)

 ∙ ∆

,
 (3-15)

 
1

∆ , ∆ ,

, ,
 (3-16)

ts is average thermal storage volume, Ets is total energy required to supply to power block for 4 hours of 
operation. ρts,average and cts,average are the average density of thermal fluid and the average specific heat 

capacity of thermal fluid used at its operation parameters respectively. design and ∆tts are the power 
output of power block and the length of time for power production using thermal storage system (4 
hours) respectively, while ηcycle,design is the designed Rankine cycle or power block efficiency of the system. 
fhx is heat exchanger derate factor, which is a ratio of realized temperature difference on thermal storage 
heat exchanger to solar field temperature difference. ∆Thx,top and ∆Thx,bot are temperature difference 
between thermal storage heat exchanger inlet steam to hot thermal storage fluid, and temperature 
difference between thermal storage heat exchanger outlet water to cold thermal storage fluid respectively. 
Tsf,out and Tsf,in are solar field outlet steam and inlet water temperature respectively. 

Thermal storage fluid used in thermal storage system is Therminol VP-1. Due to highest system's 
operation temperature of 182.1°C, there is a restriction of thermal fluid types can be used. Solid thermal 
fluids have operation temperature of above 200°C (Gil, et al., 2009), therefore only liquid and phase 
change material thermal fluids can be used for the designed system. However, during literature study not 
enough data for phase change materials parameters required for simulation were found, it was studied that 
Therminol VP-1 has operation parameters in the range of plant operation parameters and thus Therminol 
VP-1 data was chosen for simulation. Therminol VP-1 is liquid thermal fluid that has upper limit 
operation temperature of 400°C, its detailed operation parameters can be found in Therminol website 
(Solutia, 2008), thus for maximum system operation temperature of 18.1°C, larger thermal storage fluid 
capacity would be needed 
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ηcycle,design is theoretically calculated by equation  (3-17) below, where design is the maximum turbine output 

power, 160 kW, and inlet, turbine and feed water are turbine inlet steam energy, 2779 kW at 7.5 bar and 
182.1°C steam with 0.806 kg/s mass flow, and outlet condenser saturated feed water energy, 274.4 kW at 

0.5 bar and 81.3°C. Detailed thermal storage system parameters and values are shown in Table  3-5 below. 

 
,

,
 (3-17)

 

Table  3-5: Thermal storage system design parameters and values 

Parameters Value 

Feed water temperature/Tsf,out 81.3°C 

Steam temperature/Tsf,in 182.1°C 

Hot thermal storage temperature 180°C 

Cold thermal storage temperature 76°C 

Designed system power output ( design) 160 kW 

Designed thermal storage operation time 4 hours 

Thermal fluid average density (ρts,average) 944 kg/m3 

Thermal fluid average specific heat (cts,average) 1.95 kJ/kg.K 

Designed Rankine cycle efficiency (ηcycle,design) 6.3% 

3.3 Simulation Results and Discussion 
The developed model was simulated on four scenarios using design input parameters, the scenarios for 
simulation are; thermal storage loading and unloading case, and high and low irradiation month case. 
Models using two and three parallel turbines of the same turbine A were also simulated, no significant 
changes were made to accommodate two and three serial turbines, only solar collector modules (and thus 
solar collectors row configurations) were adjusted so that the steam flow from solar field meet 
requirements from power block side. The designed single turbine scenarios were simulated to see the 
performance of the model during the aforementioned case, while two and three parallel turbines models 
were simulated to compare the results to that of models using single turbine arrangements with equal 
power output capacity. Simulation results for these scenarios are described in the ensuing paragraphs. 

3.3.1 Thermal Storage Loading and Unloading Scenario 

Thermal storage loading is a simulation scenario simulating system during the day; operation parameters 
used for the system are design input parameters mentioned earlier in chapter  3.1 and by using design 

assumptions described in chapter  3.2.1. Simulation results for this scenario are shown in Table  3-6 below. 

It is seen from Table  3-6 below that the simulated total cycle efficiency is very low compared to efficiency 

of demonstrated CSP plants shown in Table  2-1, which is around 10% - 15%. Very small amount of heat 

in the steam is converted into electricity and most of it is dumped in condenser. Figure  3-15 and Figure 

 3-16 depict the T,s and P, h diagram of the designed CSP system respectively, from these two charts it is 
clear that previous claim of low cycle efficiency is correct, furthermore the low efficiency is caused by low 
steam parameters, by increasing steam pressure and temperature latent heat of vaporation decreases which 
increases overall plant efficiency. Latent heat of vaporation is shown from cycle 2 to 3 in both figures. 
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Mentioned above, high latent heat requirement is due to system’s low operation pressure and temperature, 
for example; at 7.5 bar specific enthalpy of vaporization is 2057 kJ/kg and 1713.4 kJ/kg at 40 bar, by 
increasing system’s operation pressure and temperature, total cycle efficiency could be increased gaining 
from lower latent heat requirement. Turbine inlet pressure for the system is at 7.5 bar and the turbine can 
only handle 6.5 bar of pressure difference across its inlet and outlet, thus only small amount of energy can 
be converted to electricity as turbine cannot handle wet steam of lesser than 80% quality. The low 
operation pressure and temperature also result in bigger solar field area required for generating the amount 
of electricity generated from the system. 

From these results it can be deduced that the designed plant does not work efficiently, limitation from 
turbine low operation pressure and temperature significantly results in low plant efficiency. If the designed 
plant were optimized using higher operation pressure and temperature, by using turbines with higher 
operation pressure and temperature, higher plant efficiency can be achieved. Also, by utilizing these 
turbines, solar collectors and solar field area required would be lesser and smaller, benefiting from lower 
heat required to convert water to steam on higher operation pressure and temperature, thus reducing 
investment, and operation and maintenance cost altogether. Furthermore, aside from optimizing the plant 
to run on higher operation pressure and temperature, plant efficiency could also be increased by utilizing 
the dumped heat, the huge dumped heat could be used to drive desalination plants, absorption cooling 
plants or distributing heat for needed process. 

Table  3-6: Thermal storage loading scenario simulation results 

Parameters Value 

Solar field number of rows 2 

Number of modules per row 11

Solar field area 0.16 km2 

Solar field inlet water pressure and temperature 14.4 bar / 111°C 

Solar field outlet steam pressure and temperature 10.5 bar / 182.1°C 

Solar field outlet steam mass flow 1.7 kg/s (solar multiple 2) 

Collected solar energy 4.1 MW thermal 

Generator power output 153 kW electric 

Energy stored 2.1 MW thermal 

Energy dumped 1.78 MW thermal 

Pumps parasitic power 2.3 kW electric 

Total cycle efficiency 2.5 % 
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Figure  3-15: T, s diagram of the designed CSP system at thermal loading scenario 

On thermal storage unloading scenario, required thermal storage volume for 4 hours of plant operation 
was calculated to be 390.6 m3 for both cold and hot tank using formulas described in chapter  3.2.1.7 
above. The cause for immense thermal storage volume, as explained in the same chapter, is due to low 
operation temperature, Therminol VP-1 operation temperature can reach up to 400°C, while maximum 
system operation temperature is only 182.1°C. This means that to extend plant operation to 4 hours, more 
thermal fluid mass is required. Thermal storage is also required for feed water preheating during start up 
of power plant, unlike fossil fuel fired power plants which has more than 80% capacity factor, CSP plants 
run only during the day when sun radiation is strong enough even with thermal storage systems which are 
usually not designed to discharge for the whole hours of night time. Thus, during startup of the plants, 
preheating of feed water to temperature of system operation is required for the plants to run. 

Preheating of feed water is calculated and simulated based on feed water temperature and total mass of 
feed water in the system assumptions. Total pipe length in the system is assumed to be 1221 m; where 721 
m of pipe comes from 16 modules of solar collectors with 4 pipe distribution systems on each end of solar 
collector rows, each 1 m length. Pipe inner diameter in the system is assumed to be the same of that in 
solar field, which is 62 mm, this yields 3.7 m3 of volume inside pipe for total length of 1221 m. Feed water 
operation temperature is 116°C, which is the feed water temperature at solar field inlet, water density at 
that temperature is 947 kg/m3, with the density and total volume known, mass of feed water in the system 
is calculated at 3.5 ton, for assumption ±10% of the calculated mass is taken. Cooled feed water 
temperature is assumed to be 25°C, and system pressure at inlet of solar field based on simulation result 
taken from design input parameters is 13.4 bar. Enthalpy difference of operation and cooled feed water on 
the same pressure is calculated at 381.7 kJ/kg, thus energy required to preheat the water is calculated at 
1.47 MJ. 

Using NTU method described in chapter  3.2.1.4 above, UA value of unloading thermal storage heat 
exchanger is calculated at 11.1 kW/K. This is done by assuming inlet and outlet water temperature at 25°C 
and 116°C respectively, and hot and cold thermal storage fluid at 180°C and 26°C respectively. Using 
EBSILON 1.4 kg/s thermal fluid mass flow required for heating 1 kg/s of feed water, multiplying with 
3.85 ton of total feed water in the system, total thermal fluid required is 5.4 ton. Average density of 
thermal fluid at temperature between 26°C and 180°C taken from Therminol VP-1 datasheet is 931 
kg/s(Solutia, 2008). By using density required thermal fluid volume is calculated at 5.8 m3. Thus total 
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thermal storage volume for both 4 hours of plant extended operation, and feed water preheating is 396.4 
m3. 

 

Figure  3-16: P, h diagram of the designed CSP system at thermal loading scenario 

3.3.2 High and Low Irradiation Months Scenario 

High and low irradiation months scenario were simulated by using the developed CSP plant input design 
and weather data for high and low irradiation months in Ras Al Khaimah, May and July respectively as 
shown in Figure  3-7. As mentioned in earlier chapter that the designed plant operation hours is 8 hours 

from 9.00 to 17.00. Shown in Figure  3-17 and Figure  3-18 are simulation results for high and low 
irradiation months respectively. It is seen that even in low irradiation month, the plant is able to generate 
maximum electrical output designed, then the difference between these two months is that stored thermal 
energy in low irradiation month is lower. However, even in low irradiation month, the stored thermal 
energy is enough to run the plant for 4 hours; this is shown in Figure  3-19. During high irradiation month, 
stored thermal energy could even reach twice the requirement. These show that DNI numbers during high 
irradiation month are much higher than the average DNI taken for design input parameters, thus giving 
the results. 

 

Figure  3-17: Simulation results for plant design on high irradiation month 
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Figure  3-18: Simulation results for plant design on low irradiation month 

 

Figure  3-19: Thermal fluid stored during high and low irradiation months and plant's requirement 

3.3.3 Two and Three Parallel Turbine A Scenario 

The same designed system using two and three parallel configurations of turbine A were also simulated. 
The simulation was done to see the yield and effect of using parallel turbine A in the system, without 
increasing system operation pressure and temperature. For two and three parallel turbine A 
configurations, systems both with and without thermal storage were simulated, this provides comparisons 
to the effect of using thermal storage to the system. Figure  3-20 shows simulation results comparison for 
single, two and three parallel configurations of turbine A on the designed system. Taken from the chart, 
for systems without thermal storage, adding more turbine in the system increases total cycle efficiency, this 
is because the percentage increase of solar field area required to produce steam from increasing feed water 
mass flow is not as high as percentage increase of produced electricity. 
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Simulation results for single, two and three parallel turbine A configurations with thermal storage systems, 
show that there is no increase in total cycle efficiency even though more turbines are added, this is 
because the increased heat demand from thermal storage systems is very significant and adds directly to 
solar collector systems collected heat requirement. Thus, even though electricity output is increased, it 
gives very small effect towards total cycle efficiency. Moreover, adding thermal storage systems does not 
contribute to increasing total cycle efficiency, but more to increasing plant’s capacity factor. 

 

Figure  3-20: Simulation results for single, two and three parallel turbine A 

Further analysis on power output and solar field area for these multiple turbine configurations confirms 
the conclusion regarding plant’s cycle efficiency. Figure  3-21 shows the ratio of power output to solar field 
area for single and multiple turbines configurations; the higher the ratio the smaller solar field area is 
required to produce 1 kW of electricity. As seen from the figure, systems without thermal storage have 
higher ratio and systems with thermal storage, even by increasing electricity output, do not improve cycle 
efficiency. 

 

Figure  3-21: Ratio of power output and solar field area for single, two and three parallel turbine A 
configurations 

Figure  3-22 shows ratio of power output and cost of solar field area from single and multiple turbine A 
configurations simulation results, the higher the ratio the more cost efficient the system is. Detailed cost 
analysis of CSP systems is described in the next chapter, however, for simulation results discussion the 
ratio of power output and cost is presented here. Detailed cost analysis reveals that thermal storage 
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systems take the biggest part in investment cost, this fact is worsen by the inefficient use of thermal fluid 
capability due to limitation from system’s operation temperature. Figure  3-22 shows that, in terms of 
investment cost systems with thermal storage are less cost effective than the systems without. Mentioned 
earlier, thermal storage systems increase capacity factor of the systems, however, the economic effect in 
terms of LEC by utilizing thermal storage systems is not yet studied. Analysis of this effect is described in 
the next chapter together with economic analysis. 

 

Figure  3-22: Ratio of power output and cost of solar field area for single, two and three parallel turbine A 
configurations 

3.3.4 Performance Comparison of the Designed CSP Plant on Different 
Operation Pressure and Temperature 

In order to compare performance of the designed system utilizing higher operation pressure and 
temperature, same system with same operation pressure and temperature while using different equipment 
is required. For this simulations using turbine B and C were done. To provide comparison turbine B and 
C with turbine A, designed operation parameters for turbine A, B and C are shown in Table  3-7. While all 
turbines have different adiabatic efficiency, only turbine C has significantly lower adiabatic efficiency than 
turbine A and B, this can significantly affects the performance of the system. Figure  3-23 shows 
simulation results for systems using; single turbine A with thermal storage, two turbine A in parallel 
configuration without thermal storage, and three-parallel turbine A without thermal storage, turbine B – 
300 kW output without thermal storage, turbine B – 600 kW output without thermal storage and turbine 
C without thermal storage, it is analyzed that systems using turbine B and C, which have higher operation 
pressure and temperature, have better total plant efficiency. 

By comparing systems using two parallel turbine A configuration with turbine B – 300 kW capacity and 
turbine C, which have similar power output between 300 kW to 350 kW, it can be seen that systems using 
turbine B and C have better total cycle efficiency than turbine A. Cycle efficiency increase comes from 
smaller heat from solar radiation collected to generate the amount of electricity, benefitting from lower 
water – steam latent heat at higher operating conditions. 
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Table  3-7: Designed operation parameters for turbine A, B and C 

Parameters Turbine A Turbine B-300 Turbine C Turbine B-600 

Turbine type Screw Axial Axial Axial 

Power output 160 kW 300 kW 350 kW 600 kW 

Inlet pressure 7.5 bar 40 bar 40 bar 40 bar 

Inlet temperature 173°C 400°C 400°C 400°C 

Outlet pressure 1 bar 1 bar 0.3 bar 0.1 bar 

Outlet temperature 100°C 165°C 152°C 46°C 

Adiabatic efficiency 60% 53% 41% 60% 

Due to higher operation temperature and pressure, produced steam contains more heat per mass unit, 
which with the same electricity generation capacity less steam is consumed. Even though turbine C has 
higher output capacity and expands more steam, its lower efficiency still affects plant efficiency. Increasing 
plant capacity as explained in previous paragraphs increases plant efficiency, this can be seen from turbine 
B–600, which has exactly the same operation pressure and temperature with turbine B–300. It is also 
noted that temperature of steam exhaust from these turbines is relatively low to be used for cogeneration 
cycle. 

Figure  3-24 shows ratio of power output and solar field area for designed CSP plant using above 
mentioned turbine A, B and C configurations, which shows the amount of electricity generated per unit of 
solar field area, higher ratio means more electricity generated per unit area. This figure shows that 
increasing operation pressure and temperature as well as increasing power output reduces solar field area 
required for generating the same amount of electricity. 

 

Figure  3-23: Simulation results for single turbine A with thermal storage, multiple turbine A without 
thermal storage, turbine B–300 without thermal storage, turbine B–600 without thermal storage, and 

turbine C without thermal storage 
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Figure  3-24: Ratio of power output and solar field area for systems using single turbine A with thermal 
storage, multiple turbine A without thermal storage, turbine B–300 without thermal storage, turbine B–600 

without thermal storage, and turbine C without thermal storage 

3.4 Economic Analysis 

Levelized electricity cost estimation for the designed system has been done on parallel turbine 
configuration using two turbine A, and system using single turbine C. Economic analysis was done to 
these two configurations because of data availability for turbine A and turbine C costs. Parallel turbine 
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yearly operation and maintenance cost (C0O&M) (€) and constant-escalation levelization factor (CELF) 
which is a ratio of levelized annuity of expenditure during economic life time of power plant and 
expenditure at the beginning of first year. CELF in turn depends on CRF and k value, where k value 
depends on ieff and nominal escalation rate (rn) (%). rn is expenditure total annual rate of change and is 
affected by both real escalation rate (rr) (%) and inflation rate (ri) (%). 

Table  3-8: Specific and total investment cost for designed system with two parallel turbine A configuration 

Parameters Value Remark

Solar collectors specific investment cost (€/m2) 200  

Solar collectors investment cost (€) 4314200 * 

2260000 ** 

Solar collectors O&M cost (€/year) 93500 * 

49000 **

Power block investment cost (€) 6514000 *

573100 ** 

Power block O&M cost (€/year) 31200 * 

30600 ** 

Land renting specific cost (€/m2/year) 5.2  

Land renting cost (€/year) 162548 *

85392 **

Total investment cost without financial incentives (€) 11369683 * 

2974721 ** 

Total investment cost with free loan incentive (€) 9869683 * 

1474721 ** 

Total investment cost with free loan, subsidy and feed in 
tariff incentives (€) 

5662900 *

374074 **

∗ :	 	 	 ∗∗ :	 	 	  

As seen from Table  3-8 and Table  3-9, thermal storage system including its solar collector and land 
requirement is the most significant factor in investment cost in the designed CSP system. Compared to 
CSP system without thermal storage, investment cost for CSP system with thermal storage is 3.8 times 
more expensive, and its thermal storage components take as much as 91% of total CSP system investment 
cost. On both CSP system, with or without thermal storage system, solar collector is the second biggest 
factor in investment cost; the corresponding operation and maintenance cost also takes the biggest part of 
total O&M cost due to comparatively cheap O&M cost of power block components. 

Financial incentives from the government is taken from Spain renewable energy policy example 
(European Renewable Energy Council, 2010), for solar thermal power plant projects the government of 
Spain provides feed-in tariff of 0.32 €/kWh to 0.34 €/kWh, free loan up to 1.5 M€ with amortization 
period up to 11 years for more than 20 kW output capacity solar thermal power plant projects, and 37% 
of total investment cost subsidy. Cost saving of up to 30% is achieved when system’s pressure and 
temperature is increased, as seen in Table  3-9, for the same output capacity system using turbine C is 30% 
cheaper than system using turbine A. Further cost saving would be achieved if the operating pressure and 
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temperature of CSP system went higher and output capacity increased. If the government incentives were 
provided, it would cover all investment cost so that CSP plant’s total investment cost is zero. 

Table  3-9: Specific and total investment cost for designed system with turbine C 

Parameters Value 

Solar collectors specific investment cost (€/m2) 200 

Solar collectors investment cost (€) 1643000 

Solar collectors O&M cost (€/year) 35600 

Power block investment cost (€) 543000 

Power block O&M cost (€/year) 22000 

Land renting specific cost (€/m2/year) 5.2 

Land renting cost (€/year) 62245 

Total investment cost without financial incentives (€) 2357445 

Total investment cost with free loan incentive (€) 857445 

Total investment cost with free loan, subsidy and feed-in tariff 
incentives (€) 

0 

Table  3-10 present levelized electricity costs for two systems using two parallel turbine A with and without 

thermal storage systems, and with and without financial incentives. Table  3-11 presents levelized electricity 
cost for turbine C with or without financial incentives. Effective discount rate (ieff), inflation rate (ri) and 
escalation rate of O&M cost (rr) for LEC calculation are assumed to be 10%, 3% and 1% respectively. In 
order to provide comparison perspectives of building CSP power plant in different countries, electricity 
prices in UAE, Spain and US were taken. Electricity price in UAE was taken at 0.04 €/kWh – 0.08 €/kWh 
(Federal Electricity and Water Authority of United Arab Emirates, 2010), electricity price in Spain was 
taken at 0.18 €/kWh – 0.2 €/kWh (Europe's Energy Portal, 2011), and USA electricity price was taken at 
0.01 €/kWh – 0.18 €/kWh (United States of America Energy Information and Administration, 2011), 
UAE’s and USA’s electricity prices were converted to Euro using exchange rate on October 20th 2011. 

Table  3-10: Levelized electricity cost for designed system with two parallel turbine A configuration 

Parameters Value Remark

Economic life time (years) 5 10 15 20 25 30  

LEC without incentives (€/kWh) 2.37 1.51 1.25 1.14 1.08 1.05 * 

1 0.67 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.5 **

LEC with free loan incentive 
(€/kWh) 

2.10 1.35 1.12 1,02 0.98 0.95 *

0.61 0.42 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.34 ** 

LEC with free loan, subsidy and 
feed in tariff incentives (€/kWh) 

1.27 0.84 0.71 0.66 0.63 0.62 * 

0.28 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 ** 

∗ :	 	 	 ∗∗ :	 	 	  

As seen from Table  3-10, LEC for system using parallel configuration using two turbine A is much higher 
than electricity price in UAE, even for 30 years of power plant life time, and is still very expensive even if 
the government of UAE had provided financial incentives like what the government of Spain does. With 
the stated electricity price, building stand-alone, small capacity CSP power plant is unprofitable. If the 
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system was designed with higher operating pressure and temperature, as seen in Table  3-11, for 30 years 
of economic life time LEC would be equal to feed-in tariff provided by the government, and with full 
financial incentives, the project would be profitable. LEC would even be lower if the CSP plant was 
designed for hybrid and poly-generation systems. 

Table  3-11: Levelized electricity cost for designed system using turbine C 

Parameters Value 

Economic life time (years) 5 10 15 20 25 30 

LEC without incentives (€/kWh) 0.69 0.45 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.34

LEC with free loan incentive (€/kWh) 0.36 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22

LEC with free loan, subsidy and feed in tariff 
incentives (€/kWh) 

0.14 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 

Table  3-12 presents LEC comparison among solar based power plants with different output capacity, 
including the designed CSP system using two parallel turbine A, and CSP system using turbine C. LEC 
becomes cheaper for CSP plants when output capacity is increased, this is due to catching up of electricity 
output with investment cost. In terms of LEC, CSP plants cannot compete with photovoltaic power 
plants. For small and residential scale where CSP plant LEC would be much more expensive than that is 
shown in the the table, photovoltaic electricity generation system is most widely used. However 
photovoltaic systems have a crucial disadvantage compared to CSP plants, at present there are no 
economically viable large scale electricity storage for photovoltaic systems whereas thermal storage 
systems for CSP plants have been used for a long time and are becoming cheaper. Therefore for large and 
utility scale, CSP plants are still the first choice. Another reason CSP plants are more favored for large and 
utility scale is because of its hybrid and poly-generation capability. 

Table  3-12: Levelized electricity costs comparison among different solar based power plant 

Parameters Value 

Economic life time (years) 25 – 30 

LEC two parallel turbine A without thermal storage (€/kWh) 0.5 

LEC turbine C (€/kWh) 0.34 

LEC 50 MW indirect parabolic trough CSP plant (€/kWh) (Pitz-Paal, 
Dersch, & Milow, 2005) 

0.17 

LEC 50 MW DSG parabolic trough CSP plant (€/kWh) (Pitz-Paal, 
Dersch, & Milow, 2005) 

0.16 

LEC 100 MW indirect parabolic trough CSP plant (€/kWh) (Charles, 
Davis, & Smith, 2005) 

0.08 

LEC residential scale photovoltaics thin film (€/kWh) (Lazard LLC, 
2008) 

0.06 – 0.09 

LEC residential scale photovoltaics crystalline (€/kWh) (Lazard LLC, 
2008) 

0.08 – 0.11 
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4 Conclusion 
CSP systems using direct steam generation method offer improvement over the conventional thermal 
fluid using CSP systems in terms of; higher operating temperature which gives better efficiency, cost 
saving of thermal fluids and heat exchanger components, and better environmental footprints from not 
using chemical thermal fluids. However, there are difficulties in DSG method associated with two phase 
flow which results in mechanical stresses to collector’s structure and flow instabilities. These instabilities 
result in inconsistent steam parameters, specialized control method is required for providing consistent 
and controllable steam parameters. The designed CSP system was simulated on steady state conditions 
where design, high and low irradiation month cases were taken. Transient simulations would provide 
much more information over designed system performance over transient conditions such as daily solar 
radiation intermittency and yearly changes. 

The designed CSP system using linear Fresnel mirrors and DSG method is feasible in technical terms; it 
successfully provides control over steam parameters and generates power as high as 153 kWe. However, 
due to considerably low operating pressure and temperature that comes from turbine operation 
parameters limitation, total system efficiency is very low. It is shown that by using different turbines that 
have higher operating pressure and temperature system efficiency increases. At higher system pressure and 
temperature, water – steam phase change requires lower latent heat, hence lower heat is required to 
convert water to steam. This means that less steam is required to generate the same amount of electricity 
and smaller solar field area is needed. Low operating pressure and temperature of the system result in 
larger solar field area and more water mass flow required to generate the same electricity output compared 
to systems with higher operating pressure and temperature. 

The system using turbine A dumped almost 50% collected heat to condenser due to low steam pressure 
and temperature which cannot be expanded by turbine unless turbine gets damaged by water droplets. 
The wasted heat can still be used for secondary systems that can use low grade heat, for example; 
desalination systems, absorption cooling systems and heat demanding processes. These secondary systems 
using wasted heat would increase efficiency of the combined systems. It is also shown that by operating 
more turbines in parallel configuration, total system efficiency increases however this would be non-
economic improvement as investment costs for more turbines and bigger solar field area would defeat the 
purpose, not to mention more heat would be dumped. 

In terms of economic standpoint, the designed CSP system is not feasible due to low efficiency the system 
has higher LEC compared to electricity prices. Furthermore, utilizing thermal storage systems proved very 
inefficient due to large storage volume required resulting from low operation temperature of the system, 
investment cost of thermal storage system is calculated to be 73% of total investment cost. Moreover, the 
increased capacity factor from utilizing thermal storage systems does not give much contribution to 
generated electricity. By increasing system’s pressure and temperature, improvement over LEC is 
achieved, 30% cost saving is calculated by changing system’s operation parameters or by using turbine C 
instead of turbine A. 

However, the improved LEC is still much more expensive than electricity price in UAE, due to the 
country’s fossil fuels vast resources, fossil fuels based power plants are dominant and thus, electricity price 
is very cheap. The country also at the moment does not have incentives towards fostering renewable 
energy based power generation, hence developing such power plants are more economically difficult. It is 
shown that with proper incentives, small scale CSP systems might be feasible. Small scale CSP systems 
generally and is shown requiring higher LEC than that of large scale CSP systems, improvement over LEC 
can also be done by increasing power plant output, where electricity production catches up with 
investment cost. On head to head comparison with photovoltaics systems, CSP systems even for large 
scale are still more expensive, photovoltaics systems have better system efficiency and thus lower LEC. 
The strong edges of CSP systems over photovoltaics are that they have developed large scale thermal 
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storage systems whereas until now no economically viable large scale electric storage system for 
photovoltaics systems is available, and also the advantage of hybridization and polygeneration of CSP 
systems. 

Overall, improvement over designed system is recommended especially in solar collector side where two 
phase flow process happens. Steady state analysis could not reveal the more complex instabilities, whereas 
transient condition analysis would. It is also highly recommended to develop a continuation project over 
where higher system’s operation parameters are developed and analyzed as well as the possibility of 
utilizing waste heat for secondary systems and hybridization method. 
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Annexes 
 

Annex-1 

Detail Cost Analysis 

The cost analysis includes capital, and operation and maintenance cost of solar collector system, power 
block and thermal storage system. Assumptions made on component costs of the designed CSP system 
are presented on the following. Detailed cost breakdown is presented in following tables. 

1. CSP system with thermal storage works for 4380 hours/year and 2920 hours/year for system 
without thermal storage 

2. CSP system using two-parallel turbine A produces 306.1 kWe, each turbine A producing 153.05 
kWe of electricity 

3. CSP system using turbine C produces 350 kW of electricity 
4. Cost analysis is done for CSP systems using two parallel turbine A and turbine C 
5. Turbine A price is 235000 €/unit 
6. Turbine C price is 440000 €/unit 
7. Pump prices are 1400 USD/unit or 1046 €/unit for feed water pumps, 18200 USD/unit or 13596 

€/unit for seawater pumps and 1360 USD/unit or 1017.5 €/unit 
8. Tank price is 1.63 €/liter, the price is received from tank manufacturer (Deliwal, 2010) 
9. Tank insulation is rockwool 2” thick with aluminum clad, insulation price is 0.7 €/liter 
10. Thermal storage heat exchanger price is 8.96 €/kW, simulation result for each heat exchanger 

capacity is 3834.3 kW 
11. Therminol VP 1 price is assumed to be the same with Syltherm price at 6136 €/m3 (Masson, Qu, 

& Archer, 2006) 
12. Feed water tank volume is 7.2 m3, assuming 1 hour water storage in tank with feed water volume 

flow simulation result at 0.002 m3/s 
13. Recirculation tank volume is 2 m3/s, assuming 1 hour water storage in tank with re-circulated 

water volume flow simulation result at 0.005 m3/s 
14. Specific investment cost for solar collector is 200 €/m2 (Gödde, 2011) 
15. Solar collector operation and maintenance cost is 3 €/m2 (Gödde, 2011) 
16. Land renting cost in Ras Al Khaimah is 5.2 €/m2/year (Ras Al Khaimah Investment Agency, 

2012) 
17. Engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) cost is assumed to 5% of total investment cost 
18. Turbine operation and maintenance cost is assumed to 6.5%/year 
19. Operation and maintenance cost for power block without turbine is assumed to 1%/year 
20. Effective discount rate is assumed to 10% 
21. Inflation rate is assumed to 3% 
22. Escalation rate of operation and maintenance cost is assume to 1% 
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Cost Components Breakdown 

Parameter Unit Value (€) Remark 

Solar field cost for CSP system using turbine A 

Solar field (with thermal storage system) 21571 m2 4314200 200 €/m2

Solar field (without thermal storage system) 11300 m2 2260000

Land area with thermal storage system 31260 m2 170051 €/year 5.2 €/m2/year 

Land area without thermal storage system 16422 m2 85392 €/year 

Solar field cost for CSP system using turbine C 

Solar field 8214 m2 1642837 200 €/m2 

Land area 16422 m2 65118 5.2 €/m2/year

Power block cost 

Turbine A 2 470000  

Turbine C 1 440000  

Condenser 1 31886  

Cooling tower 1 31886  

Thermal storage tanks 2 1131220 For CSP plant 
with thermal 

storage system
Thermal storage insulation 479606

Thermal storage heat exchangers 2 68711 

Thermal storage pumps 2 2035 

Thermal storage fluid 396.4 m3 4258384 

Feed water tank 7.2 m3 11736  

Recirculation tank 2 m3 9780
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Cooling water pump 1 1046

Feed water pump 1 1046  

Condenser pump 1 1046  

Storage unload pump 1 1046  

Cooling tower pump 1 13596  

Recirculation water pump 1 1046  

EPC cost with thermal storage system 5% of investment cost 541413

EPC cost without thermal storage system 141653  

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine A without 
incentives 

 11369683 * 

2974721 ** 

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine A with 
free loan 

1500000 €/11 years amortization 9869683 * 

1474721 ** 

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine A with 
free loan and subsidy 

37% of total investment cost 5662900 *

374074 **

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine C without 
incentives 

 2357445  

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine C with 
free loan 

1500000 €/11 years amortization 857445

Total investment cost for CSP system using turbine C with 
free loan and subsidy 

37% of total investment cost 0 Loan and 
subsidy cover 
investment 

cost 

*: with thermal storage system 

**: without thermal storage system 
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Operation and Maintenance Cost Breakdown 

Parameter Unit Value (€) Remark 

Solar field O&M cost with thermal storage system 3 €/m2/year 93478  

Solar field O&M cost without thermal storage system 48965

Power block O&M cost with thermal storage system 6.5% of initial turbine cost and 1% of 
initial power block cost without turbine  

31154

Power block O&M cost without thermal storage system 30560  

Total O&M cost for CSP system using turbine A  124632 * 

 79525 ** 

Total O&M cost for CSP system using turbine C  70975  

*: with thermal storage system 

**: without thermal storage system 

Annual Electricity Production 

Parameter Unit Value Remark 

Electricity output 153.05 kWe each turbine 306.1 kWe  

Plant working hours per year with thermal storage system 12 hours/day 4380 hours/year  

Plant working hours per year without thermal storage system 8 hours/day 2920 hours/year

Total electricity production with thermal storage system  1340718 kWhe  

Total electricity production without thermal storage system  893812 kWhe  
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Levelized Electricity Cost (LEC) Breakdown 

Parameter Value (€/kWh) Remark 

Effective discount rate 10%  

Inflation rate 3% 

Escalation rate of O&M 1% 

Economic lifetime 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years 25 years 30 years  

LEC for CSP system using turbine A 
without incentives 

2.37 1.51 1.25 1.14 1.08 1.05 * 

1 0.67 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.5 ** 

LEC for CSP system using turbine A with 
free loan 

2.1 1.35 1.12 1.02 0.98 0.95 * 

0.61 0.42 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.34 **

LEC for CSP system using turbine A with 
free loan and subsidy 

1.27 0.84 0.71 0.66 0.63 0.62 *

0.28 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 ** 

LEC for CSP system using turbine C 
without incentives 

0.69 0.45 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.34  

LEC for CSP system using turbine C with 
free loan 

0.36 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22  

LEC for CSP system using turbine C with 
free loan and subsidy 

0.14 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13

*: with thermal storage system 

**: without thermal storage system 


